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Road safety

Special feature

f you live by the yardstick of “Rules are meant to be 
broken” it is a dismal way of going about things in life. 
They are there for a reason. If we stop abiding by the 
rules there will be chaos everywhere. In India, we are 
plagued by road accidents every year. And the worse 
bit is that it keeps rising. India is an unfortunate 
victim of a large number of road crash fatalities. 
Who will take responsibility for all this? On top of it 
all, statistics say that three out of four people in the 
country are hesitant to help injured accident victims 
on roads due to fear of police harassment, detention 
at hospitals, and prolonged legal formalities. Even if 
someone wants to help, these factors stop them from 
doing so. Well, if people start taking responsibility 
and start acting sensibly, things will change. The need 
PG�UIF�IPVS�JT�UP�CF�B�SFTQPOTJCMF�DJUJ[FO��-FU�T�mOE�
out what measures are today’s youth taking to be the 
better guy.

If you have a car and you use it to drive to most of the 
places in your day to day life then you are privileged. But 
in no way you are entitled. The roads are equally built for 
pedestrians. 20-year old Simrat Kaur Randhawa recognizes 
the trouble a pedestrian has to face while crossing the 
streets. She expresses that the least drivers can do is to 
stay behind the zebra crossing line when you are waiting 
BU�UIF�USBGmD�TJHOBM��*U�BMTP�SFnFDUT�IPX�QPMJUF�ZPV�BSF�
towards other people when you go out of your way to give 
way to the pedestrians. The same can be applied when 
you give way to the Ambulance that is stuck behind two 
cars. Be the better guy and stay courteous towards your 
surroundings, it’s the least you can do.
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ARE YOU ONE?

Special feature

Aviral Gupta explains to us 
how important it is to stay 

within the speed limits. 
And why it is pointless 
to go beyond the speed 

limit as it will only amount 
to nothing. Risking your 
life for a mere sensation 

of adrenaline rush is 
not worth it. You do not 
have to prove anything 
to anyone by speeding 

unnecessarily on the public 
roads. Over speeding has 

been a major killer and 
there are statistics to back 

that up. Over-speeding 
has accounted for 64.4 
percent of the persons 

killed in road accidents. 
It is in a way also a test 

of your real character. So, 
are you being the better 

guy and driving within the 
speed limits when nobody 

is watching?
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Special feature

Zoya Afroz is a young woman in 
her early 20s who understands the 

importance of safety whenever she is 
driving. No matter what, she always 

ensures that nothing misses out when 
JU�DPNFT�UP�ESJWJOH��'JSTU�UIJOHT�mSTU�

she will wear her seat belts even 
before switching the car on. Also 

when she's driving, if her phone rings, 
she'll not answer it. If the phone rings 

again, she will stop at the side and 
call the person back. She explains 

that it's very dangerous to take your 
eyes off the road because a lot of 
things can happen in a matter of 

seconds. It is best to keep your eyes 
on the road and not get distracted 
by a missed call. Zoya admits that 

she is a bit messy, but her personality 
just switches whenever she is behind 

the wheels. We don't know how 
messy Zoya might actually be, but 

we do know that she leaves no stone 
unturned to be the better guy.
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Special feature

It doesn't cost you anything to be a better guy. This initiative by Hyundai focuses mainly on 
spreading awareness amongst everyone who owns a four wheeler in this country. Honestly, 

buying a car is not a big deal in today's world. However, the most neglected aspect after buying 
UIF�DBS�JT�MBDL�PG�QSPQFS�ESJWJOH�FUJRVFUUFT��#BE�ESJWJOH�IBCJUT�BOE�GBJMVSF�UP�GPMMPX�USBGmD�SVMFT�
and regulations will only put you and your loved ones life at risk. One must ensure that they do 

not overstep in any manner while driving. Our poor record of road accidents is proof that we are 
failing to be the better guy. These small anecdotes from Aviral, Simrat, Zoya and Bhavya do give 

us hope that our future generations will not commit the same mistakes that the older generation 
did and hopefully set good examples of being the better guy. Until then, drive safe everybody! 
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When your family welcomes a new car, the teenagers 
are the ones who are the most excited bunch. But it is 

also your responsibility to know that it is illegal for your 
underage teenage sibling or friend to be driving the car. 

Bhavya Monga lives with her teenage brother who is fond 
of cars. She knows her brother's obsession with cars, and is 
also aware of the fact that her brother is one year younger 

than the legal driving age. Bhavya has to travel outside 
the city for work. She knows her brother would want to 
get behind the wheels of her car when she's not around. 

So, she takes the car keys with her, leaving behind a cute 
little note for her brother. "Six months more to go for your 

18th birthday, and I promise that I will teach you how to 
drive. Hold on!" Lovely to see how Bhavya doing a fabulous 

job by taking care of her young brother and at the same 
time ensuring that she is not encouraging underage driving. 

Bhavya knows how dangerous the streets can be and 
VOEFSTUBOET�UIF�USBGmD�MBXT�BOE�SFHVMBUJPOT��

She's indeed a role model for 
being an ideal elder sister 

and of course a 
better guy.
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